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MEETING ANNOUNCEMENT

DATE: Wednesday, January 30, 2019
LOCATION: Orinda Masonic Center, 9 Altarinda Rd., Orinda

(see map on back page)
TIME: 6:30 – 7:00 p.m.: Social;  7:00 p.m.: Presentation  

SPEAKER:    Dr. William Motzer, PhD, PG, CHG 
             Forensic Geochemist/Geologist

TOPIC:   “The Gold Rush and its Impact to San 
Francisco’s Bay Area”

Perhaps there was no other material discovery that shaped a city, its 
surroundings (and subsequent formation of a State) than that of the 
1848 discovery of gold, in the western foothills of the Sierra Nevada. 
Some historians suggest that the Civil War had the greatest impact on 
American society. This may have been largely true in the east, but the 
Civil War’s impact was somewhat less felt in the far west. The 
discovery of gold, just slightly more than a decade earlier, impacted the 
entire nation but more importantly shaped society in San Francisco, the 
Bay Area, and California particularly in demographics, transportation, 
and economics. However, the Gold Rush also left behind 
environmental problems and contamination that lingers today, 
including silting of San Francisco Bay, fill – responsible for subsidence 
and liquefaction, and mercury and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 
(PAH) pollution.
For example, in the New Almaden mining area, southwest of San Jose, 
mine wastes have contaminated the Guadalupe River basin and lower 
San Francisco Bay with elemental mercury (Hg0) and Hg(II), both of 
which are being biologically converted to toxic mono-methylmercury 
(MeHg). Although MeHg occurs in nanogram-per-liter (ng/L) 
concentrations in these surface waters, it may be biomagnified first in 
bottom sediments and then about 100,000 times in the food chain with 
fish tissues in the mg/kg range. This presentation is an excerpt of 
chapters published in the 2018 Geology of San Francisco, California a 
contribution to Geology of the World Series by the Association of 
Engineering Geologists (AEG) at their 61st annual meeting and the 
International Association of Engineering Geologist (IAEG) 13th 
Congress in San Francisco – September 6-18, 2018.

(continued on last page)
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NCGS 2018 – 2019 Calendar
February 27, 2019                 7:00 pm

Dr. Paul Renne, Berkeley Geochronology Center
topic not specified 

March 27, 2019                 7:00 pm
Dr. Sara Kelly McBride, USGS

Science to Emergency Management Response: 
Kaikoura New Zealand Earthquakes 2016

April 24, 2019                 7:00 pm
Dr. Owen Anfinson (tentative), Sonoma State U.

Using detrital zircon to reconstruct the origin of the 
Salinian Block 

May 29, 2019        Dinner meeting       6:00 pm
Speaker to be determined

June 26, 2019                 7:00 pm
Dr. Jonathan Lilien, Chevron

Environmental Aspects of Oil & Gas Production in 
California

New Paper on Geology of San Francisco  
Available on Association of Environmental & 

Engineering Geologists Website
A new paper has been issued as part of the Association 
of Environmental & Engineering Geologists (AEG), 
Geology of the Cities of the World Series. The paper is 
titled “Geology of San Francisco, California, United 
States of America,” and can be downloaded for free at 
https://www.aegweb.org/.

This paper summarizes the geologic history of the San 
Francisco Bay Area and the engineering characteristics 
of geologic units, geologic hazards, water resources, 
infrastructure development, environmental issues, and 
geologic issues associated with major engineering 
structures built in San Francisco.

The paper was recently released to coincide with the 
September 2018 Annual Meeting of AEG and the 
International AEG in San Francisco.  Kenneth A. 
Johnson and Greg W. Bartow co-edited the 189-page 
paper.   

NCGS Field Trips
Starting the spring, we plan to hold several 2019 trips 
on or near Mount Diablo, to focus on and coordinate 

with our 75th anniversary GSA volume on its geology. 
Watch for announcements. 

We are always looking for new field trip opportunities.  
If you go on or hear about an interesting field trip, 
please let Will Schweller (willschweller@yahoo.com) 
know about it so that we can evaluate it for a future 
NCGS trip.

WE HAVE A FACEBOOK GROUP!  FIND 
US ON FACEBOOK @NCGEOLSOC AND 

TWITTER @NORCALGEOSOC

Check out our updated NCGS Website at 
http://ncgeolsoc.org/.  We have posted many older field 
trip guidebooks for free download, and we describe the 
process for purchasing newer guidebooks. The website 
includes a list of upcoming meetings, information on 
our scholarship program, a list of useful web links, and 
list of NCGS officers.

UC Berkeley Earth & Planetary 
Science Weekly Seminar Series

Interesting seminars are presented at 141 McCone Hall 
(usually) on Thursdays at 4 pm for most of the academic 
year, from late August through early May.  
For an updated list of seminars, go to 
http://eps.berkeley.edu/events/seminars. 

NCGS members are invited our next Board of 
Directors meeting, on April 27 at the APTIM office 
at 4005 Port Chicago Highway.  Board meetings are 
generally held at 8:30 am on a Saturday in January, 
May, and September, and are open to all NCGS 
members. Please contact Greg Bartow if you would like 
to attend, at gregbartow@yahoo,com. 

NCGS Outreach Activities
The first outreach event of the year will be March 1-3, 
at the Mineral and Gem Society of Castro Valley 
Annual Show. If you would like to volunteer for this 
event, please contact Mark Petrofsky at 
mpetrof@hotmail.com.

Here is the event info page:
http://www.mgscv.org/show.html

Outreach Activities in Late Summer 
and Fall 2018

In late summer and fall, the outreach committee 
represented NCGS at these events:

mailto:willschweller@yahoo.com
http://ncgeolsoc.org/
http://eps.berkeley.edu/events/seminars
http://www.mgscv.org/show.html
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- NCGS had a significant presence at the 61st Annual 
Meeting of the Association of Environmental & 
Engineering Geologists and 13th International 
Association of Environmental & Engineering 
Geologists Congress in San Francisco, CA from 
September 16 through 22, 2018. The NCGS booth was 
set up and periodically manned by Mark Petrofsky, 
Greg Bartow, and Tom Barry. Booth photo (above) by 
Tom Barry.

- NCGS booth at the Sunday, October 21, 2018 for the 
150th Anniversary of the Hayward Earthquake. This 
event was held at Fremont’s Central Park where visual 
traces of the Hayward Fault occur; it was hosted by the 
educational nonprofit group: Math Science Nucleus 
(MSN), the U.S. Geological Survey, the California 
Geological Survey and City of Fremont. Ms. Joyce 
Blueford, geologist and of MSN Board President 
indicated that about 800 to 1,000 people attended the 
event.

In photo above, left to right: Greg Croft, Bill Motzer, 
Andrew Alden, Mark Petrofsky, Paul Henshaw.  Photo 
by Bill Motzer,

- Saturday, October 27, 2018 Science Discovery Days 
at California State University East Bay Concord 
Campus. An estimated 2,000 people showed up at this 
event (photo provide in November newsletter).  

- Saturday, November 3, 2018: Bay Area Science 
Festival Discovery Day at ATT Park, San Francisco. 
This event was well attended with perhaps 20,000 to 
30,000 people. Tables with NCGS rock collection and 
various publications including NCGS field guides.  
Above, left to right: Gary Prost, Bill Motzer, Barbara 
Matz, and Mark Petrofsky.  Photo:  Bill Motzer. 
Write-up by Bill Motzer.
Contact Mark Petrofsky if you are interested in 
assisting at any future events.  It’s fun and rewarding!

mpetrof@hotmail.com

USGS Evening Public Lecture Series
The USGS evening public lecture series events are 
free and are intended for a general public audience 
that may not be familiar with the science being 
discussed.  Monthly lectures are usually scheduled 
for the last Thursday of the month throughout the 
year.  The lecture on Thursday January 24th will be 
Remote Sensing for Ecological Forecasting, by 
Kristin Byrd. For more information on the lectures, 
and for a map of the location, go to: 
https://online.wr.usgs.gov/calendar/.

NCGS Registration
A quick reminder:  Have you updated your 
membership by sending in your registration form and 
fee?  See page 13 for a blank registration form.

https://online.wr.usgs.gov/calendar/
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Whales lost their teeth before 
evolving hair-like baleen in their 

mouths

This is an artistic reconstruction of a mother and calf of 
Maiabalaena nesbittae nursing offshore of Oregon 
during the Oligocene, about 33 million years ago.

  Credit: Alex Boersma

Rivaling the evolution of feathers in dinosaurs, one of 
the most extraordinary transformations in the history of 
life was the evolution of baleen -- rows of flexible hair-
like plates that blue whales, humpbacks and other 
marine mammals use to filter relatively tiny prey from 
gulps of ocean water. The unusual structure enables the 
world's largest creatures to consume several tons of 
food each day, without ever chewing or biting. Now, 
Smithsonian scientists have discovered an important 
intermediary link in the evolution of this innovative 
feeding strategy: an ancient whale that had neither teeth 
nor baleen.

In the Nov. 29 issue of the journal Current Biology, 
scientists at the Smithsonian's National Museum of 
Natural History and colleagues describe for the first 
time Maiabalaena nesbittae, a whale that lived about 33 
million years ago. Using new methods to analyze long-
ago discovered fossils housed in the Smithsonian's 
national collection, the team, which includes scientists 
at George Mason University, Texas A&M University 
and the Burke Museum of Natural History and Culture 

in Seattle, have determined that this toothless, 15-foot 
whale likely had no baleen, showing a surprising 
intermediary step between the baleen whales that live 
today and their toothed ancestors.

"When we talk about whale evolution, textbooks tend 
to focus on the early stages, when whales went from 
land to sea," said National Museum of Natural History's 
curator of fossil marine mammals. "Maiabalaena shows 
that the second phase of whale evolution is just as 
important for evolution over big scales. For the first 
time, we can now pin down the origin of filter-feeding, 
which is one of the major innovations in whale history."

When whales first evolved, they used teeth to chew 
their food, just like their land-dwelling ancestors. As 
time went on, many descendants of these early whales 
continued to chew their food, inheriting this trait from 
their predecessors. But as the oceans around them 
changed and animals evolved, entirely new feeding 
strategies arose, including baleen filter feeding, says 
National Museum of Natural History predoctoral 
fellow Carlos Mauricio Peredo, the lead author of the 
study who analyzed the Maiabalaena fossils.

Whales were the first mammals to evolve baleen, and 
no other mammal uses any anatomical structure even 
remotely similar to it to consume its prey. But 
frustratingly, baleen, whose chemical composition is 
more like that of hair or fingernails than bone, does not 
preserve well. It is rarely found in the fossil record, 
leaving paleontologists without direct evidence of its 
past or origins. Instead, scientists have had to rely on 
inferences from fossils and studies of fetal-whale 
development in the womb to piece together clues about 
how baleen evolved.

As a result, it has not been clear whether, as they 
evolved, early baleen whales retained the teeth of their 
ancestors until a filter-feeding system had been 
established. An early initial assumption, Peredo said, 
was that ocean-dwelling mammals must have needed 
teeth or baleen to eat -- but several living whales 
contradict that idea. Sperm whales have teeth in their 
bottom jaw, but none on the top, so they cannot bite or 
chew. Narwhals' only teeth are their long tusks, which 
they do not use for feeding. And some species of 
beaked whales, despite being classified as toothed 
whales, have no teeth at all.

Because of its age, Peredo said, paleontologists 
suspected Maiabalaena might hold important clues 
about baleen's evolution. The fossil comes from a 
period of massive geological change during the second 
major phase of whale evolution, around the time the 
Eocene epoch was transitioning to the Oligocene. With 
continents shifting and separating, ocean currents were 
swirling around Antarctica for the first time, cooling 
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the waters significantly. The fossil record indicates that 
whales' feeding styles diverged rapidly during this 
timeframe, with one group leading to today's filter-
feeding whales and the other leading to echolocating 
ones.

Consequently, Maiabalaena had received plenty of 
scrutiny since its discovery in Oregon in the 1970s, but 
the rock matrix and material that the fossil was 
collected in still obscured many of its features. It was 
not until Peredo finally cleaned the fossil and then 
examined it with state-of-the-art CT scanning 
technology that its most striking features became clear. 
Maiabalaena's lack of teeth was readily apparent from 
the preserved bone, but the CT scans, which revealed 
the fossil's internal anatomy, told the scientists 
something new: Maiabalaena's upper jaw was thin and 
narrow, making it an inadequate surface from which to 
suspend baleen.

"A living baleen whale has a big, broad roof in its 
mouth, and it's also thickened to create attachment sites 
for the baleen," Peredo said. "Maiabalaena does not. 
We can pretty conclusively tell you this fossil species 
didn't have teeth, and it is more likely than not that it 
didn't have baleen either."

While Maiabalaena would not have been able to chew 
or to filter feed, muscle attachments on the bones of its 
throat indicate it likely had strong cheeks and a 
retractable tongue. These traits would have enabled it 
to suck water into its mouth, taking up fish and small 
squid in the process. The ability to suction feed would 
have rendered teeth, whose development requires a lot 
of energy to grow, unnecessary. The loss of teeth, then, 
appears to have set the evolutionary stage for the 
baleen, which the scientists estimate arose about 5 to 7 
million years later.

Peredo and Pyenson see studying whale evolution as 
key to understanding their survival in today's rapidly 
changing oceans. Like the emergence of baleen, tooth 
loss in whales is evidence of adaptability, suggesting 
that whales might be able to adapt to challenges posed 
in the ocean today. Still, Peredo cautions, evolutionary 
change may be slow for the largest whales, which have 
long life spans and take a long time to reproduce.

"Given the scale and rate of changes in the ocean today, 
we don't exactly know what that will mean for all of the 
different species of filter-feeding whales," he said. "We 
know that they've changed in the past. It's just a matter 
of whether they can keep up with whatever the oceans 
are doing -- and we're changing the oceans pretty 
quickly right now."

Journal Reference: Carlos Mauricio Peredo, Nicholas 
D. Pyenson, Christopher D. Marshall, Mark D. Uhen. 

Tooth Loss Precedes the Origin of Baleen in Whales. 
Current Biology, 2018; DOI: 
10.1016/j.cub.2018.10.047. 

Massive impact crater from a 
kilometer-wide iron meteorite 

discovered in Greenland 
ScienceDaily, November 14, 2018

Map of the bedrock topography beneath the ice sheet and 
the ice-free land surrounding the Hiawatha impact crater. 
The structure is 31 km wide, with a prominent rim 
surrounding the structure. In the central part of the impact 
structure, an area with elevated terrain is seen, which is 
typical for larger impact craters. Calculations shows that 
in order to generate an impact crater of this size, the earth 
was struck by a meteorite more than 1 km wide.        
Credit: The Natural History Museum of Denmark

An international team lead by researchers from the 
Centre for GeoGenetics at the Natural History Museum 
of Denmark, University of Copenhagen have 
discovered a 31-km wide meteorite impact crater 
buried beneath the ice-sheet in the northern Greenland. 
This is the first time that a crater of any size has been 
found under one of Earth's continental ice sheets. The 
researchers worked for last three years to verify their 
discovery, initially made in the 2015. The research is 
described in a new study just published in the 
internationally recognized journal Science Advances.

The crater measures more than 31 km in diameter, 
corresponding to an area bigger than Paris, and placing 
it among the 25 largest impact craters on Earth. The 
crater formed when a kilometre-wide iron meteorite 
smashed into northern Greenland, but has since been 
hidden under nearly a kilometre of ice.

"The crater is exceptionally well-preserved, and that is 
surprising, because glacier ice is an incredibly efficient 
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erosive agent that would have quickly removed traces 
of the impact. But that means the crater must be rather 
young from a geological perspective. So far, it has not 
been possible to date the crater directly, but its 
condition strongly suggests that it formed after ice 
began to cover Greenland, so younger than 3 million 
years old and possibly as recently as 12,000 years ago 
-- toward the end of the last ice age" says Professor Kurt 
H. Kjær from the Center for GeoGenetics at the Natural 
History Museum of Denmark.

Giant circular depression

The crater was first discovered in July 2015 as the 
researchers inspected a new map of the topography 
beneath Greenland's ice-sheet. They noticed an 
enormous, but previously undetected circular 
depression under Hiawatha Glacier, sitting at the very 
edge of the ice sheet in northern Greenland.

"We immediately knew this was something special but 
at the same time it became clear that it would be 
difficult to confirm the origin of the depression," says 
Professor Kjær.

In the courtyard at the Geological Museum in 
Copenhagen just outside the windows of the Center for 
GeoGenetics sits a 20-tonne iron meteorite found in 
North Greenland not far from the Hiawatha Glacier.

"It was therefore not such a leap to infer that the 
depression could be a previously undescribed 
meterorite crater, but initially we lacked the evidence," 
reflects Associate Professor Nicolaj K. Larsen from 
Aarhus University.

The crucial evidence

Their suspicion that the giant depression was a 
meteorite crater was reinforced when the team sent a 
German research plane from the Alfred Wegener 
Institute to fly over the Hiawatha Glacier and map the 
crater and the overlying ice with a new powerful ice 
radar. Joseph MacGregor, a glaciologist at NASA, who 
participated in the study and is an expert in ice radar 
measurements adds:

"Previous radar measurements of Hiawatha Glacier 
were part of a long-term NASA effort to map 
Greenland's changing ice cover. What we really needed 
to test our hypothesis was a dense and focused radar 
survey there. Our colleagues at the Alfred Wegener 
Institute and University of Kansas did exactly that with 
a next-generation radar system that exceeded all 
expectations and imaged the depression in stunning 
detail. A distinctly circular rim, central uplift, disturbed 
and undisturbed ice layering, and basal debris. It's all 
there."

In the summers of 2016 and 2017, the research team 
returned to the site to map tectonic structures in the 
rock near the foot of the glacier and collect samples of 
sediments washed out from the depression through a 
meltwater channel.

"Some of the quartz sand washed from the crater had 
planar deformation features indicative of a violent 
impact, and this is conclusive evidence that the 
depression beneath the Hiawatha Glacier is a meteorite 
crater, " says Professor Larsen.

The consequences of the impact on the Earth's 
climate and life

Earlier studies have shown that large impacts can 
profoundly affect Earth's climate, with major 
consequences for life on Earth at the time. It is therefore 
very resonable to ask when and how and this meteorite 
impact at the Hiawatha Glacier affected the planet.

"The next step in the investigation will be to 
confidently date the impact. This will be a challenge, 
because it will probably require recovering material 
that melted during the impact from the bottom of the 
structure, but this is crucial if we are to understand how 
the Hiawatha impact affected life on Earth," concludes 
Professor Kjær.

Journal Reference: Kurt H. Kjær, Nicolaj K. Larsen, 
Tobias Binder, Anders A. Bjørk, Olaf Eisen, Mark A. 
Fahnestock, Svend Funder, Adam A. Garde, Henning 
Haack, Veit Helm, Michael Houmark-Nielsen, Kristian 
K. Kjeldsen, Shfaqat A. Khan, Horst Machguth, Iain 
McDonald, Mathieu Morlighem, Jérémie Mouginot, 
John D. Paden, Tod E. Waight, Christian Weikusat, 
Eske Willerslev, Joseph A. MacGregor. A large impact 
crater beneath Hiawatha Glacier in northwest 
Greenland. Science Advances, 2018; 4 (11): eaar8173 
DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.aar8173.

Oceans are warming even faster 
than previously thought

Recent observations show ocean heating in line 
with climate change models 

ScienceDaily, January 10, 2019
"If you want to see where global warming is happening, 
look in our oceans," said Zeke Hausfather, a graduate 
student in the Energy and Resources Group at the 
University of California, Berkeley, and co-author of the 
paper. "Ocean heating is a very important indicator of 
climate change, and we have robust evidence that it is 
warming more rapidly than we thought."

Ocean heating is critical marker of climate change 
because an estimated 93 percent of the excess solar 
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energy trapped by greenhouse gases accumulates in the 
world's oceans. And, unlike surface temperatures, 
ocean temperatures are not affected by year-to-year 
variations caused by climate events like El Nino or 
volcanic eruptions.

The new analysis, published Jan. 11 in Science, shows 
that trends in ocean heat content match those predicted 
by leading climate change models, and that overall 
ocean warming is accelerating.

Assuming a "business-as-usual" scenario in which no 
effort has been made to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project 
5 (CMIP5) models predict that the temperature of the 
top 2,000 meters of the world's oceans will rise 0.78 
degrees Celsius by the end of the century. The thermal 
expansion caused by this bump in temperature would 
raise sea levels 30 centimeters, or around 12 inches, on 
top of the already significant sea level rise caused by 
melting glaciers and ice sheets. Warmer oceans also 
contribute to stronger storms, hurricanes and extreme 
precipitation.

"While 2018 will be the fourth warmest year on record 
on the surface, it will most certainly be the warmest 
year on record in the oceans, as was 2017 and 2016 
before that," Hausfather said. "The global warming 
signal is a lot easier to detect if it is changing in the 
oceans than on the surface."

The four studies, published between 2014 and 2017, 
provide better estimates of past trends in ocean heat 
content by correcting for discrepancies between 
different types of ocean temperature measurements and 
by better accounting for gaps in measurements over 
time or location.

"The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change's 
(IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report, published in 2013, 
showed that leading climate change models seemed to 
predict a much faster increase in ocean heat content 
over the last 30 years than was seen in observations," 
Hausfather said. "That was a problem, because of all 
things, that is one thing we really hope the models will 
get right."

"The fact that these corrected records now do agree 
with climate models is encouraging in that is removes 
an area of big uncertainty that we previously had," he 
said.

Deep Divers

A fleet of nearly 4,000 floating robots drift throughout 
the world's oceans, every few days diving to a depth of 
2000 meters and measuring the ocean's temperature, 
pH, salinity and other bits of information as they rise 
back up. This ocean-monitoring battalion, called Argo, 

has provided consistent and widespread data on ocean 
heat content since the mid-2000s.

Prior to Argo, ocean temperature data was sparse at 
best, relying on devices called expendable 
bathythermographs that sank to the depths only once, 
transmitting data on ocean temperature until settling 
into watery graves.

Three of the new studies included in the Science 
analysis calculated ocean heat content back to 1970 and 
before using new methods to correct for calibration 
errors and biases in the both the Argo and 
bathythermograph data. The fourth takes a completely 
different approach, using the fact that a warming ocean 
releases oxygen to the atmosphere to calculate ocean 
warming from changes in atmospheric oxygen 
concentrations, while accounting for other factors, like 
burning fossil fuels, that also change atmospheric 
oxygen levels.

"Scientists are continually working to improve how to 
interpret and analyze what was a fairly imperfect and 
limited set of data prior to the early 2000s," Hausfather 
said. "These four new records that have been published 
in recent years seem to fix a lot of problems that were 
plaguing the old records, and now they seem to agree 
quite well with what the climate models have 
produced."

Journal Reference:  Lijing Cheng, John Abraham, 
Zeke Hausfather, Kevin E. Trenberth. How fast are the 
oceans warming? Science, 2019 DOI: 
10.1126/science.aav7619. 

New light shed on what drove last, 
long-term global climate shift 

ScienceDaily, December 19, 2018

A team of researchers led by Dr Sev Kender from the 
University of Exeter, have found a fascinating new 
insight into the causes of the Mid-Pleistocene 
Transition (MPT) -- the phenomenon whereby the 
planet experienced longer, intensified cycles of 
extreme cold conditions.

While the causes of the MPT are not fully known, one 
of the most prominent theories suggests it may have 
been driven by reductions in glacial CO2 emissions.

Now, Dr Kender and his team have discovered that the 
closure of the Bering Strait during this period due to 
glaciation could have led the North Pacific to become 
stratified -- or divided into distinct layers -- causing 
CO2 to be removed from the atmosphere. This would, 
they suggest, have caused global cooling.
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The team believe the latest discovery could provide a 
pivotal new understanding of how the MPT occurred, 
but also give a fresh insight into the driving factors 
behind global climate changes. The research is 
published in Nature Communications on December 
19th 2018.

Dr Kender, a co-author on the study from the 
Camborne School of Mines, based at the University of 
Exeter's Penryn Campus in Cornwall said: "The 
subarctic North Pacific is composed of some of the 
oldest water on Earth, which has been separated from 
the atmosphere for such a long time that a high 
concentration of dissolved CO2 has built up at depth. 
When this water upwells to the surface, some of the 
CO2 is released. This is thought to be an important 
process in geological time, causing some of the global 
warming that followed past glaciations.

"We took deep sediment cores from the bottom of the 
Bering Sea that gave us an archive of the history of the 
region. By studying the chemistry of sediment and 
fossil shells from marine protists called foraminifera, 
we reconstructed plankton productivity, and surface 
and bottom water masses. We were also able to better 
date the sediments so that we could compare changes 
in the Bering Sea to other global changes at that time.

"We discovered that the Bering Sea region became 
more stratified during the MPT with an expanded 
intermediate-depth watermass, such that one of the 
important contributors to global warming -- the 
upwelling of the subarctic North Pacific -- was 
effectively curtailed."

The Earth's climate has always been subjected to 
significant changes, and over the past 600,000 years 
and more it has commonly oscillated between warm 
periods, similar today, and colder, 'glacial' periods 
when large swathes of continents are blanketed under 
several kilometres of ice.

These regular, natural changes in the Earth's climate are 
governed by changes in how the Earth orbits around the 
sun, and variations in the tilt of its axis caused by 
gravitational interactions with other planets. These 
changes, known as orbital cycles, can affect how solar 
energy is dispersed across the planet. Some orbital 
cycles can, therefore, lead to colder summers in the 
Northern Hemisphere which can trigger the start of 
glaciations, while later cycles can bring warmer 
summers, causing the ice to melt.

These cycles can be influenced by a host of factors that 
can amplify their effect. One of which is CO2 levels in 
the atmosphere.

As the MPT occurred during a period when there were 
no apparent changes in the nature of the orbit cycles, 

scientists have long been attempting to discover what 
drove the changes to take place. For this research, Dr 
Kender and his team drilled for deep-sea sediment in 
the Bering Sea, in conjunction with the International 
Ocean Discovery Program, and measured the 
chemistry of the fossil shells and sediments.

The team were able to create a detailed reconstruction 
of oceanic water masses through time -- and found that 
the closure of the Bering Strait caused the subarctic 
North Pacific became stratified during this period of 
glaciation. This stratification, that argue, would have 
removed CO2 from the atmosphere and caused global 
cooling.

Dr Kender added: "Today much of the cold water 
produced by sea ice action flows northward into the 
Arctic Ocean through the Bering Strait. As glaciers 
grew and sea levels fell around 1 million years ago, the 
Bering Strait would have closed, retaining colder water 
within the Bering Sea. This expanded watermass 
appears to have stifled the upwelling of deep CO2-rich 
water and allowed the ocean to sequester more CO2 out 
of the atmosphere. The associated cooling effect would 
have changed the sensitivity of Earth to orbital cycles, 
causing colder and longer glaciations that characterise 
climate ever since.

"Our findings highlight the importance of 
understanding present and future changes to the high 
latitude oceans, as these regions are so important for 
long term sequestration or release of atmospheric CO2."

Journal Reference:  Sev Kender, Ana Christina 
Ravelo, Savannah Worne, George E. A. Swann, 
Melanie J. Leng, Hirofumi Asahi, Julia Becker, 
Henrieka Detlef, Ivano W. Aiello, Dyke Andreasen, 
Ian R. Hall. Closure of the Bering Strait caused Mid-
Pleistocene Transition cooling. Nature 
Communications, 2018; 9 (1) DOI: 10.1038/s41467-
018-07828-0. 

Punctuated earthquakes for New 
Madrid area, Missouri, U.S. 

ScienceDaily, November 6, 2018

In 1811 and 1812, the region around New Madrid, 
Missouri, experienced a number of major earthquakes. 
The final and largest earthquake in this sequence 
occurred on the Reelfoot fault, and temporarily 
changed the course of the Mississippi River. These 
earthquakes are estimated to be just shy of magnitude 
8.0 and devastated towns along the Mississippi River -
- soil liquefied, houses collapsed, and chimneys 
toppled.
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Because of the 1811-1812 earthquakes, the New 
Madrid area is recognized as a high-hazard zone for 
potential future seismic events. Previous investigations 
found have also found evidence for multiple, older 
earthquake events preserved in the geologic record.

"We know there were also large earthquakes at ~1450 
AD and at ~900 AD," says Ryan Gold of the U.S. 
Geological Survey (USGS), but frequent earthquakes 
along the fault may not be the norm.

"If earthquakes happen on the Reelfoot fault every 500 
years, and have been doing so for hundreds of 
thousands of years, we would expect to see a mountain 
range there -- but we don't," says Gold. Instead, he 
suggests the modest fault scarp associated with the 
Reelfoot fault indicate that the earthquakes haven't 
been sustained over a long period of time.

To test this, USGS researchers wanted to look beyond 
the last few thousand years. Preserving long-records of 
past earthquakes can be a challenge for the Reelfoot 
fault because natural processes like rain and occasional 
floods on the Mississippi River can conspire to erase 
the record of past earthquakes. "That's coupled with 
anthropogenic effects -- lots of farming, forestry, [and] 
construction," says Gold.

Instead of studying the fault directly, the USGS team 
moved to the rolling hills around the Mississippi River, 
east of the Reelfoot fault. They noted a high 
concentration of depressions called sackungen 
(German word meaning "to sag") near the fault, and 
hypothesized that these sags are cracks in the ground 
caused by strong shaking from large earthquakes.

The USGS excavated a trench across one of the 
sackung that had formed in Peoria loess -- silt that was 
blown in during the last glacial period until as recently 
as around 11,000 years ago. Gold explained how the 
team hypothesized that a sackung crack forms during 
an earthquake, the middle of the crack falls downward, 
and sediment washes in from the shoulders -- thus 
recording the timing of the earthquake.

Their trench revealed four distinct packages of 
sediment, says Gold, adding he was pleased to see such 
a long record. "I figured we would only see the 1811 
and 1812 earthquake sequence."

In the sackung, they dated all four packages of 
sediment and found they corresponded to previously 
identified earthquakes that occurred on the Reelfoot 
fault: 1812 AD, ~1450 AD, ~900 AD, and ~2300 BC. 
Importantly, they didn't find evidence for any 
additional earthquakes in the interval from ~4,300 to 
~11,000 years ago. If the earthquake record preserved 
in the sackung is complete, "our record confirms that 

the tempo of earthquakes hasn't been sustained," says 
Gold.

Gold will present their findings on Tuesday at the 
Geological Society of America's Annual meeting in 
Indianapolis, Indiana. "Our results will hopefully 
encourage the seismic hazard community to consider 
the possibility that the tempo of faulting may be 
variable," says Gold. "Sometimes there may be very 
long intervals between earthquakes and sometimes the 
earthquakes may be more closely spaced."

The USGS team hopes their new results on New 
Madrid ruptures can provide insights to those who 
model risk and seismic hazard in the region. Gold says 
that refining and updating seismic hazards with more 
information on how a fault might rupture can help with 
building codes -- designing buildings just right to keep 
us safe, but not over-designed, which can waste 
resources.

Story Source: Geological Society of America. 
"Punctuated earthquakes for New Madrid area, 
Missouri, U.S.." ScienceDaily. ScienceDaily, 6 
November 2018. 

New discovery pushes origin of 
feathers back by 70 million years 

ScienceDaily, December 17, 2018

These are the four feather types: filaments, filament 
bunches, tufted filament, down feather. Scale bars for 
photos, are a-d: 100µm, 200µm, 500µm and 1mm).
                                      Credit: Zixiao Yang

An international team of palaeontologists, which 
includes the University of Bristol, has discovered that 
the flying reptiles, pterosaurs, actually had four kinds 
of feathers, and these are shared with dinosaurs -- 
pushing back the origin of feathers by some 70 million 
years.
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Pterosaurs are the flying reptiles that lived side by side 
with dinosaurs, 230 to 66 million years ago. It has long 
been known that pterosaurs had some sort of furry 
covering often called 'pycnofibres', and it was 
presumed that it was fundamentally different to 
feathers of dinosaurs and birds.

In a new work published today in the journal Nature 
Ecology & Evolution, a team from Nanjing, Bristol, 
Cork, Beijing, Dublin, and Hong Kong show that 
pterosaurs had at least four types of feathers:

•simple filaments ('hairs')
•bundles of filaments,
•filaments with a tuft halfway down
•down feathers.

These four types are now also known from two major 
groups of dinosaurs -- the ornithischians, which were 
plant-eaters, and the theropods, which include the 
ancestors of birds. Baoyu Jiang of Nanjing University, 
who led the research, said: "We went to Inner Mongolia 
to do fieldwork in the Daohugou Formation.

"We already knew that the sites had produced excellent 
specimens of pterosaurs with their pycnofibres 
preserved and I was sure we could learn more by 
careful study."

Zixiao Yang, also of Nanjing University, has studied 
the Daohugou localities and the pterosaurs as part of his 
PhD work. He said: "This was a fantastic opportunity 
to work on some amazing fossils. I was able to explore 
every corner of the specimens using high-powered 
microscopes, and we found many examples of all four 
feathers."

Maria McNamara of University College Cork, added: 
"Some critics have suggested that actually there is only 
one simple type of pycnofibre, but our studies show the 
different feather types are real.

"We focused on clear areas where the feathers did not 
overlap and where we could see their structure clearly. 
They even show fine details of melanosomes, which 
may have given the fluffy feathers a ginger colour."

Professor Mike Benton from the University of Bristol's 
School of Earth Sciences, said: "We ran some 
evolutionary analyses and they showed clearly that the 
pterosaur pycnofibres are feathers, just like those seen 
in modern birds and across various dinosaur groups.

"Despite careful searching, we couldn't find any 
anatomical evidence that the four pycnofibre types are 
in any way different from the feathers of birds and 
dinosaurs. Therefore, because they are the same, they 
must share an evolutionary origin, and that was about 
250 million years ago, long before the origin of birds."

Birds have two types of advanced feathers used in flight 
and for body smoothing, the contour feathers with a 
hollow quill and barbs down both sides. These are 
found only in birds and the theropod dinosaurs close to 
bird origins. But the other feather types of modern birds 
include monofilaments and down feathers, and these 
are seen much more widely across dinosaurs and 
pterosaurs.

The armoured dinosaurs and the giant sauropods 
probably did not have feathers, but they were likely 
suppressed, meaning they were prevented from 
growing, at least in the adults, just as hair is suppressed 
in whales, elephants, and hippos. Pigs are a classic 
example, where the piglets are covered with hair like 
little puppies, and then, as they grow, the hair growth 
is suppressed.

Professor Benton added: "This discovery has amazing 
implications for our understanding of the origin of 
feathers, but also for a major time of revolution of life 
on land. When feathers arose, about 250 million years 
ago, life was recovering from the devasting end-
Permian mass extinction.

"Independent evidence shows that land vertebrates, 
including the ancestors of mammals and dinosaurs, had 
switched gait from sprawling to upright, had acquired 
different degrees of warm-bloodedness, and were 
generally living life at a faster pace. The mammal 
ancestors by then had hair, so likely the pterosaurs, 
dinosaurs and relatives had also acquired feathers to 
help insulate them.

"The hunt for feathers in fossils is heating up and 
finding their functions in such early forms is 
imperative. It can rewrite our understanding of a major 
revolution in life on Earth during the Triassic, and also 
our understanding of the genomic regulation of 
feathers, scales, and hairs in the skin."

Journal Reference:  Zixiao Yang, Baoyu Jiang, Maria 
E. McNamara, Stuart L. Kearns, Michael Pittman, 
Thomas G. Kaye, Patrick J. Orr, Xing Xu, Michael J. 
Benton. Pterosaur integumentary structures with 
complex feather-like branching. Nature Ecology & 
Evolution, 2018; 3 (1): 24 DOI: 10.1038/s41559-018-
0728-7.
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Fossils suggest flowers originated 50 
million years earlier than thought 

ScienceDaily, December 15, 2018

This is a Nanjinganthus fossil, showing its ovary 
(bottom centre), sepals and petals (on the sides) and a 
tree-shaped top.    Credit: Fu et al., 2018

Scientists have described a fossil plant species that 
suggests flowers bloomed in the Early Jurassic, more 
than 174 million years ago, according to new research 
in the open-access journal eLife.

Before now, angiosperms (flowering plants) were 
thought to have a history of no more than 130 million 
years. The discovery of the novel flower species, which 
the study authors named Nanjinganthus dendrostyla, 
throws widely accepted theories of plant evolution into 
question, by suggesting that they existed around 50 
million years earlier. Nanjinganthus also has a variety 
of 'unexpected' characteristics according to almost all 
of these theories.

Angiosperms are an important member of the plant 
kingdom, and their origin has been the topic of long-
standing debate among evolutionary biologists. Many 
previously thought angiosperms could be no more than 
130 million years old. However, molecular clocks have 
indicated that they must be older than this. Until now, 
there has been no convincing fossil-based evidence to 
prove that they existed further back in time.

"Researchers were not certain where and how flowers 
came into existence because it seems that many flowers 
just popped up in the Cretaceous from nowhere," 
explains lead author Qiang Fu, Associate Research 
Professor at the Nanjing Institute of Geology and 
Paleontology, China. "Studying fossil flowers, 
especially those from earlier geologic periods, is the 
only reliable way to get an answer to these questions."

The team studied 264 specimens of 198 individual 
flowers preserved on 34 rock slabs from the South 
Xiangshan Formation -- an outcrop of rocks in the 
Nanjing region of China renowned for bearing fossils 
from the Early Jurassic epoch. The abundance of fossil 
samples used in the study allowed the researchers to 
dissect some of them and study them with sophisticated 
microscopy, providing high-resolution pictures of the 
flowers from different angles and magnifications. They 
then used this detailed information about the shape and 
structure of the different fossil flowers to reconstruct 
the features of Nanjinganthus dendrostyla.

The key feature of an angiosperm is 'angio-ovuly' -- the 
presence of fully enclosed ovules, which are precursors 
of seeds before pollination. In the current study, the 
reconstructed flower was found to have a cup-form 
receptacle and ovarian roof that together enclose the 
ovules/seeds. This was a crucial discovery, because the 
presence of this feature confirmed the flower's status as 
an angiosperm. Although there have been reports of 
angiosperms from the Middle-Late Jurassic epochs in 
northeastern China, there are structural features of 
Nanjinganthus that distinguish it from these other 
specimens and suggest that it is a new genus of 
angiosperms.

Having made this discovery, the team now wants to 
understand whether angiosperms are either 
monophyletic -- which would mean Nanjinganthus 
represents a stem group giving rise to all later species 
-- or polyphyletic, whereby Nanjinganthus represents 
an evolutionary dead end and has little to do with many 
later species.

"The origin of angiosperms has long been an academic 
'headache' for many botanists," concludes senior author 
Xin Wang, Research Professor at the Nanjing Institute 
of Geology and Paleontology. "Our discovery has 
moved the botany field forward and will allow a better 
understanding of angiosperms, which in turn will 
enhance our ability to efficiently use and look after our 
planet's plant-based resources."

Journal Reference:  Qiang Fu, Jose Bienvenido Diez, 
Mike Pole, Manuel García Ávila, Zhong-Jian Liu, 
Hang Chu, Yemao Hou, Pengfei Yin, Guo-Qiang 
Zhang, Kaihe Du, Xin Wang. An unexpected 
noncarpellate epigynous flower from the Jurassic of 
China. eLife, 2018; 7 DOI: 10.7554/eLife.38827
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Thousands of stars turning into 
crystals

First direct evidence of white dwarf stars 
solidifying into crystals discovered by 

astronomers at the University of Warwick

ScienceDaily, January 9, 2019

The first direct evidence of white dwarf stars 
solidifying into crystals has been discovered by 
astronomers at the University of Warwick, and our 
skies are filled with them.

Observations have revealed that dead remnants of stars 
like our Sun, called white dwarfs, have a core of solid 
oxygen and carbon due to a phase transition during 
their lifecycle similar to water turning into ice but at 
much higher temperatures. This could make them 
potentially billions of years older than previously 
thought.

The discovery, led by Dr Pier-Emmanuel Tremblay 
from the University of Warwick's Department of 
Physics, has been published in Nature and is largely 
based on observations taken with the European Space 
Agency's Gaia satellite.

White dwarf stars are some of the oldest stellar objects 
in the universe. They are incredibly useful to 
astronomers as their predictable lifecycle allows them 
to be used as cosmic clocks to estimate the age of 
groups of neighboring stars to a high degree of 
accuracy. They are the remaining cores of red giants 
after these huge stars have died and shed their outer 
layers and are constantly cooling as they release their 
stored up heat over the course of billions of years.

The astronomers selected 15,000 white dwarf 
candidates within around 300 light years of Earth from 
observations made by the Gaia satellite and analysed 
data on the stars' luminosities and colours.

They identified a pile-up, an excess in the number of 
stars at specific colours and luminosities that do not 
correspond to any single mass or age. When compared 
to evolutionary models of stars, the pile-up strongly 
coincides to the phase in their development in which 
latent heat is predicted to be released in large amounts, 
resulting in a slowing down of their cooling process. It 
is estimated that in some cases these stars have slowed 
down their aging by as much as 2 billion years, or 15 
percent of the age of our galaxy.

Dr Tremblay said: "This is the first direct evidence that 
white dwarfs crystallise, or transition from liquid to 

solid. It was predicted fifty years ago that we should 
observe a pile-up in the number of white dwarfs at 
certain luminosities and colours due to crystallisation 
and only now this has been observed.

"All white dwarfs will crystallise at some point in their 
evolution, although more massive white dwarfs go 
through the process sooner. This means that billions of 
white dwarfs in our galaxy have already completed the 
process and are essentially crystal spheres in the sky. 
The Sun itself will become a crystal white dwarf in 
about 10 billion years."

Crystallisation is the process of a material becoming a 
solid state, in which its atoms form an ordered 
structure. Under the extreme pressures in white dwarf 
cores, atoms are packed so densely that their electrons 
become unbound, leaving a conducting electron gas 
governed by quantum physics, and positively charged 
nuclei in a fluid form. When the core cools down to 
about 10 million degrees, enough energy has been 
released that the fluid begins to solidify, forming a 
metallic core at its heart with a mantle enhanced in 
carbon.

Dr Tremblay adds: "Not only do we have evidence of 
heat release upon solidification, but considerably more 
energy release is needed to explain the observations. 
We believe this is due to the oxygen crystallising first 
and then sinking to the core, a process similar to 
sedimentation on a river bed on Earth. This will push 
the carbon upwards, and that separation will release 
gravitational energy.

"We've made a large step forward in getting accurate 
ages for these cooler white dwarfs and therefore old 
stars of the Milky Way. Much of the credit for this 
discovery is down to the Gaia observations. Thanks to 
the precise measurements that it is capable of, we have 
understood the interior of white dwarfs in a way that 
we never expected. Before Gaia we had 100-200 white 
dwarfs with precise distances and luminosities -- and 
now we have 200,000. This experiment on ultra-dense 
matter is something that simply cannot be performed in 
any laboratory on Earth."

Journal Reference:  Pier-Emmanuel Tremblay, Gilles 
Fontaine, Nicola Pietro Gentile Fusillo, Bart H. 
Dunlap, Boris T. Gänsicke, Mark A. Hollands, J. J. 
Hermes, Thomas R. Marsh, Elena Cukanovaite, Tim 
Cunningham. Core crystallization and pile-up in the 
cooling sequence of evolving white dwarfs. Nature, 
2019; 565 (7738): 202 DOI: 10.1038/s41586-018-
0791-x. 
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